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BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH REPLACEMENT
DISTRICT PLAN INDEPENDENT HEARINGS PANEL

IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management

Act 1991 and the Canterbury

Earthquake (Christchurch

Replacement District Plan)

Order 2014.

AND

IN THE MATTER of the further closing

submission from the Riccarton

Wigram Community Board

(Further submitter # RNN11) -

Residential New

Neighbourhood (South

Masham Outline Development

Plan).

CLOSING SUBMISSION OF THE RICCARTON WIGRAM COMMUNITY BOARD ON THE
RESIDENTIAL NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD PROPOSAL (SOUTH MASHAM ODP)

24 MARCH 2016
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This is the closing submission by the Riccarton/Wigram Community Board

(‘the Board’) being the further submitter #RNN11 that opposes the

submission RNN3 by Fulton Hogan (‘FH’) in respect of the South Masham

Outline Development Plan (‘ODP').

1.2 This closing submission is in response to the Independent Hearing Panel

(‘IHP’) Minute of 1 March 2016 in respect of the ‘Final Updated Revised

Proposal’ (that includes the ‘New Neighbourhood Proposal’) from the

Christchurch City Council and dated 17 March 2016.

1.3 The Board acknowledges that the close off date for the IHP receiving any

closing submission from submitters in respect of this minute of 1 March is

Thursday 24 March 2016.

2. SUPPORT FOR THE AMENDED PROVISIONS THAT APPLY TO THE SOUTH
MASHAM ODP.

2.1 The Board wishes to express its support for the amended provisions that apply

to the South Masham ODP area that are contained within the document

‘Memorandum Of Counsel On Behalf Of The Christchurch City Council Filing A

Final Updated Revised Proposal (17 March 2016). (Pages 62 to 65).

2.2 The Board’s primary interest in this matter is that pertaining to quarrying and in

particular that this activity is not to be undertaken in close proximity to any

residential zoned area, and nor in close proximity to any nearby school.  It was

for these reasons that the Board submitted its further submission against the

submission by FH (#RNN3) that seeks to amend the ODP narrative so to

provide a policy platform in order to allow more easily the undertaking of

quarrying within the residential development areas located within the ODP

area itself.

2.3 The principle quarrying-related matter noted within the ODP pertains to the

existing consented area at 50 Roberts Road that extends within the proposed

ODP area.  In previous versions of the ODP map it referred to this area solely

as ‘Area to be quarried’.  The proposed wording is now for ‘Area consented for

quarrying’.  On this particular matter the Board supports the revised wording

that it makes it much clearer that this area does have a ‘quarrying status’ but

solely in terms of it being subject to existing (and still current) resource

approvals for quarrying to be undertaken.
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2.4 Notwithstanding that the Board remains opposed to the way that consenting

process had been undertaken by the Christchurch City Council at that time,

the Board does acknowledge that those quarrying consents granted to FH

were legally granted and they cannot now be rescinded.  And it is on this basis

the Board notes that it is appropriate in these circumstances that this particular

quarrying notation is noted on the ODP map.

2.5 The revised title wording for this approved quarrying area does acknowledge

that this area has its own ‘resource consent history’ that cannot be further

applied elsewhere within this ODP area.  This stance is supported in the

Council’s revised accompanying ODP narrative wording that continues to limit

the intention of any future quarrying to that area approved at 50 Roberts Road.

This narrative does not assume that quarrying will necessarily be undertaken

with this ODP as is being sought by FH in its submission RNN3.  The Board

therefore supports the revised narrative wording that essentially continues to

retain the same policy essence of limiting quarrying to that area previously

approved.

2.6 In supporting the Council’s stated position on this ODP, the Board continues to

strongly oppose the FH submission #RNN3.  The reasons for opposing this

submission continue to remain the same as expressed in the Board’s earlier

closing submission of 1 March 2016 on this same matter.

2.7 Conclusion - Ability to Speak to Closing Submission

Should there be the opportunity for the Board to speak to this closing

submission, it would wish to avail itself of such an opportunity.

Mike Mora
CHAIRPERSON

Helen Broughton
DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON


